
Enabling the development and analysis of rotorcraft, helicopter, and other air vehicle 
models, including eVTOL and FLV, for engineering and simulator applications.

FLIGHTLAB® Development System

PilotStation facilitates desktop engineering evaluation and rapid model 
enhancement. This FLIGHTLAB® add-on allows the user to assess flyability, 
control response, and handling qualities prior to generating a standalone 
FLIGHTLAB® Run-time Model for the Run-time System, where model 
modifications are more limited.

PilotStationPilotStation includes a custom interface to the FLIGHTGEAR Open Source 
image generation program. FLIGHTGEAR supports rendering of OpenFlight 
files for out-the-window, instrument, and external view displays. PilotStation 
also provides a Common Image Generation Interface (CIGI) protocol to 
support other image generation applications that use CIGI. PilotStation 
includes a generic terrain database and a generic instrument panel display 
for demonstration and testing purposes.

The Control System Graphical Editor (CSGE) provides the capability to 
generate control system models with sufficient complexity to replicate 
aircraft on-board systems. CSGE is a block diagram control system editor, 
and is similar in operation to SIMULINK®. The developer selects the desired 
component blocks from an element library and arranges them on a canvas. 
Through interconnection of the control system blocks, any type of control 
system can be modeled including flight, engine, and fuel control systems. 
CSGECSGE also provides the capability to define and connect the control system 
inputs and outputs with the appropriate interface variables in the 
FLIGHTLAB® model. 
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The FLIGHTLAB® Development System includes Graphical User Interfaces to facilitate modeling and analysis of the 
Development Model. The Development System also supports generation of Run-time Models, which can be executed in 
real-time and interfaced with an external simulation environment using the FLIGHTLAB® Run-time System (sold 
separately).
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